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OVERVIEW

Access: The collection is open under the rules and regulations of the NDSU Archives.

Provenance: Unknown

Property rights: The NDSU Archives owns the property rights to this collection.

Copyrights: Copyrights to this collection is held by the NDSU Archives.

Citation: [Identification of item]. Samuel A. March Papers (SC 465), NDSU Archives, North Dakota State University, Fargo.

BIOGRAPHY

Part owner of March-Spaulding Farm (also called Riverside Farm), bonanza farm at Warren, Minn.

SCOPE AND CONTENT

Correspondence; family history materials, including information (1873) relating to the Patrick family (family of March's wife) compiled by William Patrick; copy of pamphlet concerning the farm; deeds; and interview with March's grandson, Samuel A. March (b. 1905), pertaining to his grandfather and father, Samuel A. March (1876-1941?). Correspondents include Robert M. Gaylord, of Rockford, Ill.
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